
Our company is looking to fill the role of data warehouse engineer. Please review
the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we will
consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but have
sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for data warehouse engineer

This position involves the delivering of huge data integration projects and
would therefore require leveraging best practices expertise and experience
at implementation
The individual holding this position must be able to perform various complex
assignments without much supervision
Design and implement ETL processes and data architecture to ensure proper
functioning of analytics lad, client’s or third-party’s reporting environments
and dashboard
Provide documentation (Data Mapping, Technical Specifications, Production
Support, data dictionaries, test cases, ) for all projects
Design data structures (staging, intermediate staging, Dimension, Fact,
Aggregate, views, ) well-suited to meet the business requirements
Work with web analytics platforms such as Omniture and Google Analytics
Harness data from real-time feeds and microservices leveraging AWS Kinesis,
Lambda, Kafka, Spark Streaming, , recommend and design ideal data stores
for different business purposes
Design, develop, modify, debug and/or maintain software code according to
functional, non-functional and technical design specifications
Work within a team, collaborate and add value through participation in peer
code reviews, provide comments and suggestions, work with cross functional
teams to achieve goals
Assume technical accountability for your specific work products within an
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Qualifications for data warehouse engineer

Responsible for ETL (Extract, Transform, Load) processes to bring data from
multiple sources into a single warehouse environment
An undergraduate degree is required, preferably in the Computer Science or
Computer Information Systems
Certifications in related technology products a plus
Ability to design and implement medium to large projects using Informatica
9.x
Experience with reporting and analytic tools and technologies such as
MicroStrategy, Business Objects, Tableau, , is a plus
8+ years experience working with DB2 LUW in large DPF/Data Warehouse
environments


